it is possible that morphological abnormalities may not cause serious impairments, generally have their onset be found; rather, subtle variations in the responsiveness early in life, and often run a chronic or recurrent course, of neural circuits due to variations in the structure, locathey are a substantial cause of disability. Thus, eight of tion, or expression levels of critical proteins may be the ten leading causes of disability in the United States responsible for pathogenesis. In addiction, one view is are neuropsychiatric disorders with four representing that the illness can be understood as a disorder of synnarrowly defined "mental disorders" (Table 2 ). When aptic plasticity. In addiction, normal associative learning DALYs (premature mortality plus disability) are emmechanisms that are under the control of dopamine are ployed, narrowly defined mental disorders as a group recruited by drugs of abuse (all of which cause doparank second only to cardiovascular disease as a cause mine release) to produce synaptic remodeling that could of disease burden in the United States. Cardiovascular alter circuit behavior and ultimately produce the compuldisease does not appear in Table 2 because its quantitasive drug use of the addicted individual (Berke and tive impact on DALYs reflects mortality far more than Hyman, 2000). Posttraumatic stress disorder in which years lost to disability (YLD). specific experiences lead to the production of disabling symptoms and even major depression may also be initiThe barriers to understanding mental illnesses extend ated by processes normally involved in synaptic plasticity, far beyond popular misconceptions. Indeed, as the reperhaps in circuits involved in both explicit and in "emoviews in this issue of Neuron make clear, extremely tional memory" (Fanselow and LeDoux, 1999). Clearly, the challenging scientific problems remain if we are to undiscovery of risk genes for each of these disorders will derstand the pathogenesis of schizophrenia, autism, provide critically important tools for understanding the major depression, obsessive-compulsive disorder, or timing and nature of pathogenesis. Tourette's syndrome. No less challenging are the outAll of the mental disorders discussed in this issue of standing problems to understand other common serious Neuron exhibit a significant genetic component of risk disorders not covered in this issue, including bipolar as illustrated by the observation that recurrence risk disorder (manic depressive illness), attention deficit hyperratios (8) increase with degree of relatedness. In some disorders, such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, studies of probands adopted away from their biological * E-mail: shyman@helix.nih.gov
Perhaps we should not be surprised that disorders that affect the most complex aspects of our functioning as human beings, should turn out to be so complex genetically and pathophysiologically. However, the genome project and its follow-ons are bearing fruit; neuroimaging and physiologic approaches that will help us better analyze neural connectivity and neural circuit function are maturing; other technologies are emerging, including the application of genomic and proteomic microarrays to postmortem brain tissue (Mirnics et al., 2000). We will undoubtedly see continued, indeed accelerating, progress in understanding pathogenesis of mental disorders. Ultimately, of course, this progress in neurobiology will lead to more certain diagnoses and better treatments.
